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The Coach’s Corner
It’s Not the 80’s Anymore
Out of Date Habit #8: Budget? I Rented
a Car From Them Once.
Geoff Berman Coach/Instructor

As I’ve said many times in this series, life was simpler back in the 80s. You went to
work, you fixed cars and then you went home. This provided you and your family
what was needed. Why would this ever change? Any planning for the future
seemed unimportant if the thought ever crossed your mind at all. Did you have
a plan to grow, or maybe just to maintain what you had? I doubt it. If you did,
you are likely in a much better place today, and you are certainly in the minority.
Most of you just didn’t have it on your radar back then.
Well, things just aren’t the same these days. Planning is crucial to your survival
and a very important part of planning is budgeting. Now I know this is not a new
concept and you all understand budgeting your money. For example, you may
have set a budget this year to increase your sales by 10 percent from $727,000
to $800,000. That is a great goal. The question is how are you going to get there?
What is it going to take? This is what we’re going to discuss in this article and
more specifically your Marketing Budget.
What Is the Part I’ve Missed?
There are two sides to your marketing budget. The first side we all understand.
If you want to grow, you need to spend more money. That may or may not be
possible, and if it is going to be difficult to find the cash to grow, then side two is
even more important, so pay close attention to this next part.
First, you must understand that there is always a price. Sometimes that price can
be paid with cash, but when it can’t, it still has to be paid if you really want to
meet your budget. So how do you pay it? If you were to put a value on your time,
what would you say you are worth? $50 an hour, $100, $200? This is how you’re
going to make up the shortfall in your budget, with time. This is the part most of
you have missed. Change does not happen because you set a goal and wished for
it to happen. You must invest something to get there. There is always a price, and
that is usually a balance between cash and time.
How Much Should You Budget for Marketing?
This is a tough question for a lot of you but it doesn’t have to be. Depending
on your needs, you will spend anywhere from 4 percent to 10 percent of your
budgeted sales for the year on marketing. Now I know that is a big range so let
me help you determine on what side of that scale you might fall.
- If your vehicle count is low, your need is higher. So is your marketing budget.
- If your vehicle count is stable, your growth needs are lower.
So is your marketing budget.
- If you want to grow, increase the budget to match the growth.
So basically what I’m saying is if you want or need more, you will have to spend
more. This may be hard to visualize because if you feel you need a 10 percent
marketing budget based on what I just said, that may seem impossible. The shop
we mentioned earlier would need to spend $80,000 a year at 10 percent of the
$800,000 in sales they want to reach. I don’t have that kind of money, Geoff!! I
agree, that is insane but there is a way, so stay with me and I’ll show you.

How Much Cash Should You Budget?
Remember I said there were two sides to the marketing budget, money and time.
Before we can figure out the time, we first need to decide how much cash we
are willing to invest. I’m going to show you a very simple formula to figure this
out. Let’s say you spent $15,000 last year on marketing. If your sales last year was
$727,000 then you had a marketing budget of 2 percent. So if we want $800,000
this year and we stick with the same 2 percent, you will spend an additional
$1,000 a year or $16,000 for 2016 to achieve that. Now you can use this number
or you can raise it. That’s up to you, but I think you can see this is a small and
affordable increase.
Hint: Most shops fall between 2 percent and 3 percent when they
look at what they currently spend. If you fall less than 4 percent and you want to
grow, I would try to get as close to that 4 percent as possible. In this example that
would be $32,000 of cash spent on marketing this year.
How Do I Fill the Shortfall?
First, let’s recap what we know so far. Your sales budget is $800,000, your
marketing budget is 10 percent of that at $80,000, and you decided to spend
$16,000 in cash of the $80,000. This leaves you with a $64,000 shortfall in your
marketing budget.
Earlier I asked you what you’re worth per hour. To keep the math simple I’m going
to use $100 per hour. So $64,000 / $100 = 640 hours per year. Congratulations!
You just created your marketing budget. I would suggest you break the numbers
down so that the dollars are monthly and the time is weekly.
Marketing Budget: $80,000 What you will spend this year to reach your goal
$1,333
Monthly dollars in your budget
12.3 hours Time you need to spend each week
Once you get here, you can shift the numbers between time and money any way
you want but you cannot reduce the budget. Remember there is always a price. If
you don’t have the cash then you must invest your time, period!
So What Do I Do With All This Time?
One thing I want to make clear here. The 12.3 hours do not all have to fall directly
on you but you must be committed to this time being spent. A minimal effort will
bring you minimal results. For example, thank-you calls are likely being done by
your sales professional. This is part of your 12.3 hours budget, but you must make
sure it is getting done and done consistently and correctly. If you are not, then it’s
not either.
Now you need to keep track of the time and the money in your marketing budget.
The best way I know of how to do this is in the “Marketing Calendar.” If you need
help with the “Marketing Calendar,” your coach can help you and you will learn it
at the end of the marketing class.
If you want some examples of what to spend your time on,
email me at gberman@autotraining.net and I will send
you a list along with a worksheet to create your marketing
budget.
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ATI would like to graciously thank our sponsors and trade show participants

If you were not aware I am not real fond of reading, now you know! That
doesn’t mean I don’t read or that you shouldn’t! Especially when a great
book is not offered in an audio format. With all that said, here are two
books you can read in no time at all, one with more pictures than text.
First, “Make the Noise Go Away: The Power of an Effective Second in
Command,” by Larry G. Linne. I had the opportunity to hear him speak
recently at my CEOIQ 20 Group meeting and I was really impressed. If you
believe that your business should give you a life, not take it away, and
you are interested in developing a second in command, this is the best
book you could possibly read. It is targeted to both first and second in
commands. It teaches how both should communicate with each other,
with concrete takeaways and tools for implementation. In addition, you
will learn how to hire an effective second in command that aligns with
the owner’s values. The noise is what keeps you up at night and many
times we have difficulty communicating those concerns to the second in
command. This guide teaches shop owners and second in commands how
to clear the way for productivity and success.

I want to recommend to all our ATI clients that you visit www.
bobpauldingphoto.com and buy a copy of “The Art of the Car” for your
waiting area or personal viewing. The book adds a nice touch to your
image as a professional business owner.
If you subscribe to Garage Style magazine you’ll see the editor’s
review as I did. As an added feature, when ordering you can
request that it be signed. I know you and your customers
will enjoy it.
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This is a wonderful coffee
table book for your waiting
rooms. Your customers don’t
have to be car people to enjoy
flipping through the beautiful
pictures. This book is the
culmination of Bob’s love of
photography and cars. Since
1997 Bob has been traveling
My second favorite book is
to car shows ranging from
“The
Art
of the Car,” by Bob Paulding
local shows to exotic concours
full of examples of vintage
and classic styling. As you look through the book you will notice grille to
taillight but never the entire car.
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ATI’s Best of the Best

Congratulations to ATI President’s Award Recipients
Every year, ATI recognizes our best of the best by
inducting them into The President’s Club. These
associates have consistently demonstrated an unparalleled
commitment and dedication to ATI and our clients.
Please join us in congratulating them on their outstanding
performance in 2015.
Frank Rose, Dan Kelly, Zach Booth, Jim Centineo, Jason
Hawkins, Doug Worm, Jim Schaffer, Eric Twiggs, Geoff
Berman, Kim Hickey, Kevin Allen, Kevin Myers, Rich
Johnson, Brian Hunnicutt, Mike Bennett, Paul Colison,
Tom Ringle, Amy Fox.
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How to Become an Unstoppable Shop Owner ( continued )
reviewing tickets.

Exit Appointments

Summary

What if I told you I had a marketing program that was
FREE, and it would provide you with 10 additional
cars per week? Would you sign up? If so, then why not
schedule the next appointment for your customers? The
clients who consistently schedule the next service for
every customer, report a minimum of 25 percent coming
back as scheduled.

When you commit to doing daily audits and scheduling
the next appointment, you will become brilliant at the
basics, which is the real silver bullet! You may not make
the Hall of Fame, but you can become an unstoppable
shop owner!

If you average 40 cars per week, the math works out
to 10 customers coming back who normally wouldn’t.
(40X25%=10) I know I have mentioned this in another
article, but I figured if Lombardi can talk about one play
for eight hours, I can talk about exit appointments in two
articles! Like the power sweep, it’s worth mentioning
multiple times.

Sincerely,
Eric M. Twiggs
www.autotraining.net
PS. Email me at etwiggs@autotraining.net and I will send
you a checklist of the five daily disciplines that will make
you unstoppable.

